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Abstract We present recent optical and thermal characterizations of polarization
sensitive mm-wave bolometers fabricated at Argonne National Lab. The devices are
designed to measure the polarization of the Cosmic Microwave Background and consist of a Mo/Au TES suspended on SiN with a Pd-Au dipole absorber. The detector
performance is excellent with >85% co-polar coupling, <1% cross-polar leakage,
36 GHz optical bandwidth, electrothermal loop gains of approximately 10, and NEP
50 aW Hz−1/2 .
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1 Introduction
Current and future studies of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) focus on
measuring the faint polarization signal of the CMB. Precision maps of this polarized
signal will constrain the neutrino mass and probe the physics of Inflation. Transition
Edge Sensor (TES) bolometers are leading the frontier in sensitivity for CMB polarization measurements. Argonne National Lab (ANL) and the Kavli Institute for
Cosmological Physics have been collaborating to develop a TES bolometer for the
SPTpol experiment. A single ANL/KICP Polarization Sensitive Bolometer pixel consists of two absorber coupled bolometers mounted in single-moded waveguide. Each
bolometer couples to a single polarization mode in the wave guide through a lossy PdAu absorber suspended in the waveguide cavity on a SiN microbridge. Two bolometers are stacked orthogonally to measure the two independent polarization modes.
The pixel couples to the telescope through a specially designed contoured smooth
walled feedhorn [5, 6]. Details of the device design and fabrication are described in
earlier publications [4, 7].
Prototype detectors demonstrated excellent optical properties, but also exhibited
signs of thermal instability [2]. We have improved the detector design stabilizing
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Fig. 1 (Color online) R(T )
curves showing the impact of
various Nb structures fabricated
directly on a Mo/Au TES. There
are four curves corresponding to
a reference sample with no Nb
structures and three patterns
consisting of a single 3 µm-wide
Nb bar across the width of the
TES, three 3 µm-wide Nb stripes
separated by 18 µm, and 3 µm
Nb dots at a 11 µm pitch. The
Nb for all the structures is
120 nm-thick

the detector performance through use of a well coupled thermal heat capacity along
with reduction in the detector electro-thermal loop gain. The loop gain is reduced by
softening the superconducting transition of the Mo/Au TES through the use of Nb
structures patterned directly on the TES. Figure 1 shows the R(T ) for four TES films
from the same wafer but with different Nb structures. It is clear that the structures
increase Tc , reduce Rn, and reduce α = d log R/d log T . The three α modification
studied are a single long Nb bar across the TES, three shorter stripes, and Nb dots at
an 11 µm pitch. The dots configuration gave the most stable detector performance.

2 Experimental Methods
We have characterized the optical and electro-thermal properties of the ANL/KICP
polarization sensitive bolometers through a number of experiments similar to those
conducted on earlier prototypes [2]. Measured optical properties include the total
optical efficiency referred to the aperture of the feedhorn, the detector bandwidth,
and the pixel polarization isolation and registration. Measured non-optical properties include electro-thermal time constants, electro-thermal gain, and noise equivalent
power (NEP).
The optical coupling efficiency of the detector was characterized using a cryogenic
variable temperature blackbody whose temperature is varied from 4–30 K. Varying
the load temperature changes the optical power incident on the detector. We estimate
the optical efficiency by the ratio of the change in Joule heating versus changing
optical load.
It is difficult to make laboratory optical measurements with non-cryogenic sources
since detectors with our nominal saturation powers (∼30 pW) are overwhelmed
by the 300 K radiative loading. However, since the ANL/KICP detectors continue
to have optical response well above Tc [2] (only with reduced sensitivity), we attempted a couple of optical measurements under 300 K loading. The two measurements performed under these conditions are spectroscopy and polarization isola-
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Fig. 2 (Color online)
Polarization response of the two
bolometers in a single detector
pixel to a rotating chopped
polarized source. Lines are only
guides and are not a fit to the
data. The data indicates that the
bolometers are nearly
orthogonal in their alignment
with a relative angle of 90.6°.
Cross-polarization is limited to
<1.6%

tion/registration. The detector’s spectral performance was measured using a symmetric polarizing Michelson Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS) operating from
45–3000 GHz with a resolution of 2 GHz. The polarization isolation and registration was determined by measuring the response of both detectors to a rotating linearly polarized blackbody. In the course of making these measurements, we discovered that some glue had become attached to the legs of one of the bolometers.
This glue caused the detector to have an anomalously high thermal conductance. As
such, the detector was not saturated and it was possible for us to bias this detector
into its transition despite the high background loading. Spectra was obtained for this
bolometer, but no spectra was obtained for its cross-polar detector. For the polarization isolation/registration measurement, data was obtained for both bolometers, but
the response from the clean (no glue) detector is smaller due to its being saturated.
However, determination of the pixel’s polarization isolation and registration does not
require that the detector responses be well matched, so we can still robustly compare
their relative response.
Non-optical properties of ANL/KICP detectors were measured using a digital
frequency domain multiplexing (DfMUX) readout [3]. The detector electro-thermal
time constant and loop gain were measured as a function of depth in the transition [1].
Noise was also measured.
With the exception of the optical efficiency estimate, all measurements correspond
to detectors whose transitions have been modified using the Nb dot structures. The
optical efficiency measurement was conducted using a detector with the single long
Nb bar. We do not expect a difference in optical performance for the different modification structures since the TES is located outside of the waveguide.

3 Results
Our measurements indicate that the detectors have ∼36 GHz of bandwidth (Fig. 3)
and 85% optical efficiency (Fig. 4). Figure 2 shows the normalized response of the
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Fig. 3 (Color online) Spectra
for one of the bolometers in a
detector pixel showing
∼36 GHz of optical bandwidth.
The peaks and troughs in the
spectrum are artifacts arising
from standing waves in the
optical setup

Fig. 4 The change in Joule
heating for changes in optical
power incident on the detectors.
The optical power is modulated
by changing the temperature of
a nearly black cryogenic load.
The expected optical power is
calculated for a Rayleigh-Jeans
source assuming a 36 GHz
optical bandpass (comparable to
the spectra measured in Fig. 3)
for which the coupling is
single-moded. The measured
change in Joule heating
indicates an optical coupling
efficiency of ∼85%

two crossed detectors in a single pixel to a rotating grid. From this data, the relative
registration of the two arms is estimated to be 90.6° with cross polar coupling <1.6%.
All of these results are consistent with our expectations from simulations [4].
Figures 5 and 6 present dark detector data. Figure 5 shows that at typical operating depths of 0.69Rn, the detectors have electro-thermal time constants of ∼0.9 ms
and electro-thermal gains of ∼9. The noise shown in Fig. 6 is consistent with a noise
model consisting of readout electronics noise, Johnson noise, and thermal carrier
noise. The white noise level of the spectrum is 57 aW Hz−1/2 , corresponding to background limited noise power for the SPTpol experiment.
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Fig. 5 (Color online) The thermal response [1] of a ANL/KICP bolometer at various depths in the transition. At an operating depth of 0.69Rn, the detector has a thermal time constant of 0.9 ms corresponding to
an electro-thermal gain of ∼9 and exhibits no signs of thermal instability

Fig. 6 (Color online) Dark
noise equivalent power at
0.69Rn for an ANL/KICP
detector with 33 pW saturation
power. The noise is modeled
(green line) as a low frequency
component together with a white
noise floor. Above 0.1 Hz, the
noise is dominated by the white
noise (red line) which is
57 aW Hz−1/2 and is consistent
with noise contributions from
the readout system, Johnson
noise, and thermal carrier
fluctuations. This noise
spectrum is nearly background
limited for typical observing
conditions expected for SPTpol
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